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WHENCE CAME THE DIFFERENT SPECIES OR ..
VARIETIES OF MAN?
A. Jo: ••JOHNSON.

I propose briefly to discuss under this head man's ethnological and geographical distribution, the reasons for his. ascensive
variation from lower and more degraded forms, physically and
psychically, to higher "nd more perfect forms, and their relations in time and space.
I think it witl hardly be doubted m this day of close scientific investigation, into physiological, anatomical and patheological comparison's, in a biological point of view, that the varietal distinctions among animals and plants, even to the formation of sJ)ecies, is mainly due to the physical conditions, such
~climate, situation, food, and other causes. Now, if these influnces are found sufficient to work physical variations among
!ants and the lower animals, why are they not sufficient to ef• Owing to apparently unavoidable clrcumstanoeB the publlcaUon of the follo"1ng
pers bas ~ delayed to the pret~ent time.
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feet the ethnological difft>rences that we obServe to exi~t among
mankind? Admitting that the ye~~us lwtao embraces but one
species, there can be no doubt that this species presents many
varieties. and numerous sub-varieties, dO\Yn to minor and less •
limited distinctions. I say varieties. but 11t the tumie time it i11
very questionable whether what we call varieties would not
have been rl'garded as di11tinct species had naturalists, and especially geologists hrul the courage to apply to man the same
rigid methods of differentiation as they are in the habit of applying to other animals. There is in the contparison of the white
man of America or Western Europe, with the bushman of
Southem Africa or Borneo a much greater differenct> observed,
tl~an there is existing between many so-called species. Good
animal'species are characterized by zoologi;;ts, in some instances,
on tt.s slight differentiating characters as color, covering, and
other features often less defining than tiM: corresponding characteristics in man, and yet men are classed as varieties, whih;t
lower formll of the animal kingdom, on less distinguishing
character!!, are often dignified as specit>S. Divest these !!pecies
of their color and skin, and their skeletons will hardly present
a distinguishing feature. Compare the skeleton of the bushman.
the African negro, cr the Borneo man with the platyceuemil'
shin-boned skeleton of the ancient mo!Uld-builder, and ·there is
a wide. observable difference. Compare the skeleton of any
one of the~e with the skeleton of the European or American
white man, and the difference is so great that _it does nut require
a comparative o>~teologist to note the mMks of distinction .. ·~
one wonld fail to diseover a difference in the hroad. flat,.. . +he
hm-dered and two-surfaced shin-bone of the mound-bnildlejll••
the thrt:'t>-bordered and three-surfaced .prismatic or triangul
shin-hotie of the American white man. 'fhe arcnoo OSC(llr.is 0
the latter, producing a high instep and or~hed foot, a~·!.~
...Hldu ..

straight o.~mlcis of the formf:'r, whic~ produces a b~ Afrifoot, are almost differt>nces sufficient 'to found Spt'Ciea ~
I
. n
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without regarding other skeletal differences, equally striking, as
alsl') the different pigmental hues of the skin, and physical differences of the hair. These differences are quite sufficient for
naturalists to found good species on in other departmen-ts of
zoology, than that which embraces the genus homo. "But such
is the pliancy of science, such the partiality of methods, that it
has biased preconception imd .left its mark on zoology 88 011
other fields of thought." "We may then speak of the ethnological relations of man, and say species or varieties, and do no
violence to the nomenclature now in vogue as applied to the
genus lu'Jmo." I conceive that all the varieties of man are traceable to one primordial source or common origin. I am aware
also that profound naturali~ts hold views diametrically opposed
on this question. Thus, Dr. Bachman: "Reasoning, then, from
analogy, we are led to conclude that, since no species of quadruped, bird or reptile, and, we may add, insect or plant, has
been created in two or more localities; therefore, we are not
warranted in adopting the improbable idea that God would create
the same species of man in five, ten, or fifty localities, and
thereby not only violate the order of creation, but even act contrary to the laws of probability." And thus the late Prof.
Draper: "In fact wherever we look man is the same."
Opposed to the doctrine of man's unity of origin, we _have
Agassiz, who makes eight principal centers of creation, which
he calls" zoological provinces," viz: The Arctic, the Mongolian,
the European, the American, the Negro, the Hottentot, the
MaJ:p·. and the Australian.
-·
....C. ~-...-·'
· ie show distinguishing characteristics which clearly define man in each of these provinces, but these distinguishing
featur~>s are no indication of man's plurality of origin. Seeing,
then, tha.t the great continents and islands of the globe contain
• 1~! ~ ~- .ts races, whirh are gradually shaded into each other on
o~pecti\'e confines, the question naturally arises, what
•en th£' operating causes which have produced these so-

j "'·
~
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called varieties of man, with such marked distmguishing characters? I answer, they are the le~timate and direct result of
the long-continued influence of the different environments and
conditions of life, operating alike on all organic beings. Every
living organism is possessed of an innate tendency to change in
harmony with its surrounding conditions of life, so that, wherever we discover varieties, or differences in the same orgl\nic
species, located under different geographical conditions, we know
the varieties to have been the result of long-continued changed
environments, operating upon the organizing, living principle
inherent in living thin~,rs. We know that the living, organizing
principle which evolves or develops dead matter into living organisms, is susceptible of being acted upon, modified or changed
by ext.ernal influences, so that varieties or differ~nt species may
be produced in time by changed conditions of life.
All naturalists and all physiologists are agreed that geographical and climatic changes produce very great changes in all animals. The hog, transplanted from Europe to South America,
has undergone great changes in the warmer climate. Some varieties have acquired erect ears, vaulted foreheads, and heads much
larger. than the original breed; others have changed from white
to black; others have changed their thick, stiff bristles for a
thick fur, beneath which is a spe('ies of wool; some hM·e become
red; one breed is found in Quehaya with toes half a span long,
white ears, pendant belly, and long tusks crooked like the horns
of oxen. There is n. variety in Hungary with solid hoofs \ike
the horse.
'rhe sheep has, by climatic changes, varied still more th~n•JJ.f!. /
hog. It is a well known fact that sheep were not known on
this continent until imported here. Among those imported into South America a hairy breed has sprung up; some
have acquired monstrous tails, and some have acquired PE>fdant
ears and projecting lips. In the West Indies, and on the -African coast the sheep changes its fleece for a coat of hair. ·~ In
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some instanc~s new breeds have appeared, as the Otter or Ancon
breed, of Massachusetts.
As great, if not greater variations have occurred among cattle as a result of topographical and climatic differences of their
habitats. In Columbia there are two peculiar breeds of cattle.
One the pelones, with extremely thin, fine, almost silken hair,
the other, calongas, absolutely naked of hair. On the northern
banks of the Platte, in South America, is a breed of cattle
known as natas. This breed bears the same resemblance to
other breeds as the bull or pug dogs do to other dogs, or as improved pigs do to the common or wild hog. "The forehead is
very short and extremely broad, with the nasal end of the skull,
together with the whole plane of the upper molar teeth curved
upwards. The lower ja'Y projects beyond the upper and has a
corresponding upward curvature. The upper lip is much drawn
back, the nostrils are situated high up and are widely open, the
eyes project outwards, and the horns are extremely large. In
walking, the head is carried low, and the neck is short. The
hind legs, as compared with the front, are very long." A skull
of one of these animals was examined hy Prof. Owen. "It is,"
he says, "remark~ble from the stunted development of the nasals, premaxillaries, and fore part of the lower jaw which is unusually curved upwards to come in contact with the premaxillaries. The nasal bones are about one-third the ordinary length,
but retain almost their normal breadth. The triangular vacuity
is left between them, the frontal a~d lachrymal, which latter
bone articulates with the premaxilary, and thus excludes the
maxilary from any junction with the nasal." So that even the
connection of some of the bones is changed. Other important
variations _from the common ox exist. "In fact, on conparison
with the skull of the common ox, scarcely a single bone presents the same exact shape, and the whole skull has a wonderfully different appearance."
This breed of cattle was first observed by Azara in t"783 and
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up to 1796. This breed must have varied from the common
cattle imported into South America from Spain and Portugal
in 1552, when cattle were first introduced into that country. The
breed is probably now considerably more than a hundred years
old. Many more examples of varied physical s.tructure of cattle
might be cited, equally remarkable with those now mentioned,
as the bos primigenius, longiformis and frontosus, also the
humped cattle of India, the American bison or buffalo, and the
fully developed six-papped udder cows of some countries.
Lo(lking back through the geological history of the horse,
down to the present time, and noting the wonderful variations
it has undergone, from a little insignificant thing, scarcely
larger or more equine in appearance than a small hog, we
have evidence conclusive of the powerful·modifying influence of
the long protracted and changing environments upon animal
life. Abundant evidence of a similar character is found, too, in
the modified forms of the pigeon, all domestic fowls, and also
in all plant life.
If, then, the great geographical, climatic and geological influences, together with oth~r conditions to which animal and
plant life have been subjected through long ages, have been the
efficient causes in the production of the varieties of differentiated
forms, species, genera, orders and families, as admitted by many
of the ablest naturalists, and as may be logically inferred from
the fact that varieties under different species are constantly
springing up now as in past geological ~s, it would be illogical to
conclude that all varieties of any species of animals o~ plants
have not been in the past ages, and are not now, the commencement of new speeies.
The same influences which have opt:rated to vary. or modify
animals, in their osteological and other physical structure, have
also operated to produce the various races or varieties of man.
The di~erent nations of Europe shade into each other and are
regarded as one variety in form and feature. The minor differ-
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ences which characterize them as races have beyond all doubt
been superinduced by their respective positions and habits of
life. It is to the different geographical locations, climatic conditions, habitS, food, heat and moisture, that all the varieties
and races of men are traceable a.~ causes, which.bave varied them
from one original source. If the minor differences observed
among men may reasonablv be regarded as the out-growth of
different physical surrounding8, it would be illogical to attribute
the major varieties to other t~an physical causes, acting through
much longer periods of time.
The Marquis de l'Hopital, him~elf a great mathematician and
contemporary with Newton says of the latter: "Does he eat and
drink and sleep like other people? I represent him to myself as a
celestial genius, entirely disengaged from matter." There is an
almost impassable gulf bet~een the English astronomer and the
Australian savage in a pby.,ical and mental point of view. The
latter lives in a hollow tree which he has in part excavated by
fire, and obtains a precarious support from shell-fish or bruised
ants and grass. He can indeed make a hoop from a piet.oe of
oyster shell, and can fasten a line to it. He i~ lost in tilth and
vermin. His life is like that of a beast; it is concerned only
with to-day. The earlier navigators accused him of cannibalism.
We cannot say that Dr. Pritc.hard's picture of him acquits him.
of the chau·ge. Looking at the Bornese man, a race still lower
than the Australians, and comparing him with the successively
higher races, until we reach the most noble exantple of the
Cauca.;;ian, we find the difference so well marked that we are
almost tewpted to give credence to Agassiz's eight zoological
provinces, as so many primordial centers of man's origin. But
when we look at the difficulties which sunound such an hypothe
sis, as compared with the muc~ less difficult idea of their
developmental descent from pre-existing forms, and in conformity to a great aboriginal plan, the latter hypothesis appears
much the more probable and far more intelligible and compre-
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hensive. The first hypothesis is met at the very outset with the
insurmountable objection that man cannot occupy anew climate
without an organic change occurpng in his economy. Physiology has taught and observation has confirmed the teaching that
the European white man, if submitted for a due time to a
tropical temperature, will become dark or black, and the dark
races in cold climates ultimately shade out and become light or
fair. Draper remarks in his Physiology thus: No race is in a
·state of absolute equilibri:um, or able successfully to mantain its
present physiognomy, if the circumstances under which it lives
undergo a change. '•It holds itself ready with equal facility to
de,cend to a baser or rise to a more elevated state, in correspondence with those circumstances.'' And ag~n he says; "I
think that this principle has not been recoginized with sufficient
distinctn.ess by those who have studied the natural history of
man. They have occupied themselves too completely with the
idea of fixity in the aspect of human families, and have treated
of them as though they were perfectly and definitely distinct,
or in a condition of equilibrium. They have described them as
they are found in various countries of the globe, and since these
descriptions remain correct during a long time, the ge'Deral
inference of nn invar:ability has gathered .strength until some
·writers are to be found who suppose there have been as many
separate creations of man as there are races which can be distinguished from each other. We are perpetually mistaking the
slow movements of nature for absolute rest. • • • • So
dominating is the cont.rol which physical influences exert over
us, that invariability of our aspect for seveml generations may
be received as a proof that those influences have been stationary
in kind and degree. In such a perfect manner is that aspect
dependent on them that it i~ truly their representative. If
they change it must change too."
It follows, then, that man, like every living organism,
whether animal or plant, possesl'es a capability of adaptil"e
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metamorphosis or transmutation from form to form; that the
human systell,l is not in a state of equilibrium so as to resist
changed conditions of existence; it is notendowed with physiological or organic inertia, but 'is .compelled to undergo characteristic mutations in harmony with changed environments, either
upward toward perfections, or downward toward degredation.
On this principle we feel well persuaded that there is no
difficulty in the way of accounting for the various varieties of
man in a rational, scientific manner, and with no embargoes
placed on our reasoning, we find little or no difficulty in
accounting for the order of their successive appearance in time
and space.
If the great nationalities, as the Caucasian, Mongolian,
Ethiopian, American, African, Australian, etc., are not simultaneous in their origin, which was first and which was last? If
earlier and later in their origin, what were the causes which
proved the advent of the first, .and what were the conditions
that retarded the appearance of the last? Which was first?
The noble Caucasian and a consequent degredation physically
and mentally to the lowest, or was the lowest first and therefore
older in time? Again, if plurality of origin be admitted, it
.necessitates the admission of pluralit.y of species, because, in
harmony with zoological classifications all varieties are mere
subordinate forms of one species. Each variety. however slight,
must either be a species or a subordinate divergence of one
species, which pre-supposes the unity of origin for the human
race, and its subsequent variation into forms in time and space
embracing both major and minor distinctions.
Ethnology is the science of races, and is founded upon the
physical, mental and philological differences, and in fact takes
cognizanc& of every discoverable thing, or changed condition of
life that tends to establish variety. For convenience let us take the
Caucasian, Mongolian, American, Millay nnd Ethiopian as our
idea of varieties. These races are the most familiar, offer the
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least complications, and therefore will be the most understood.
"Let us try how far their relative antiquity, s~periority and
probable advancement are determinable. These white, yellow~
red, brown, and black varieties, .though shading into each other
on their respective geological confines, are in the main
sufficiently distinct, and present mental and physical characteristics which rank them at once as higher and lower, as fitted for
development into newer and higher varieties, or as doomed to
extinction."
He who has some knowledge of the degraded condition,
physically and intellectually, of the low grade of civilization of
the Mongolian or yellow man of Eastern and Northern Asia, as
compared with that of the white man of Europe and America,
can have no difficulty in determining which race occupies the
most exalted position. Since history has recorded the po1itical,
social, artistic, scientific and Jiterary status of man, the Mongol
seems scarcely to have improved, whilst the white man, in the
same time, has rapidly advanced in all that pertains to civilization.
There is a greater difference, physically and intellectually,
between the Ethiopian or black man of Africa, and the Mongol
than there is ·between the Caucasian and the Mongol and
Malay. The Ethiopian has had possession of the African
continent, with all its variety of situation, climate and produce,
from time immemorial. and yet he has no art save the rudest, no
literature, no cities uor temple's, no ships, no moral code, in
most instances no idea of a Supreme Being,-nothing in fine
that removes him much beyond. the desires and necessities of
animai existence. The native African of modern history bas
degenerated in all that pertains to civilized life. Htl has not
only failed to improve in civilization, but has degraded from a
much higher state of culture and civilization, which was early
imported to him by the ancient Vushites, who once occupied the
greater portion of Africa, and with whose arts and sciences the
negro WIIS once familiar. Sir Samuel Baker, in speaking of
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Commoro,-one of the most intelligent and active chiefs of Africa,
says: "In this naked savage, there was not even a superstition
upon which to found a religious feeling; there was a belief in
matter, and to his undersbmding everything was material."
According to :pr. Mouat, the African, in this particular is not
inferior to the Andamaner, and Dr. Lang, remarks of the natives
of Australia, "they have no idols, no temples, no sacrifices,nothin~ whatever in the shape of religion to distinguish them
from the beast."
There is a very marked difference osteologically between the
negro and the whit.! man, especially in the skull and foot.
There are many other physical distinctions which stand boldly
out to view, and cannot have escaped notice by any one who has
had an observation Qf a pure, unadulterated African negro.
There is a ·v~ry marked intellectual distinction between the
Australian and the negro, between the negro and Mongolian,
and a much greater difference between the latter and the German or Englishman. Now, observing these prodigious differences
intellectually and physically, which divide the English 'and
German races from the negro and Australian races, the question
naturally arises, were the various races of man separate and
distinct creations, iu the various countries which they now
inhabit? Were they simultaneous in origin? were they created
equal and alike physically and mentally? And if they were
simultaneously created and equal, why have they become so
unequal, in physical structure, intellectual greatness, and
civilized advancement? Were the various races simultaneously
created in the continents and islands, where they are now found,
and on the low plane of the Australian savage or negro, what
have been the operating causes which have forced the one to
remain an undeveloped, uncivilized savage, and the- European
white man to have advanced, in all that pertains to intellectual
greatness and civil improvement.<!? Again, if the various races
were created equal, on the high plane now occupied by the
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European white man, why have they remained stationary, and
the other degenerated to their present low plane of existence?
If they were simultaneously created in the various zoological
provinces, as mantained by Agassiz, Kno\t, Glidden and
Morton, the question arises, were they created alike and equal,
or were they created as we now find them, physically different
and intellectually and morally different; and if they were
specially created with the differences that classify them now,
shall I be regarded as being irreverent if I hint that this looks a
little like divine partiality?
If the various. rdces were not simultaneously created, and
were the results of successive divine fiats, which race engaged
the attention of Deity firat in time, the prognathou~:~skulled negro,
or the European white man, with his large facial angle and
correspondingly increased brain? These are question'S pertinent
and proper for the ethnologist to grapple with and solve by
some rules of biology or philosophy, if he will contribute
valuable service to the great science of anthropology.
I do not find any reason for believing in the special creation
of man, and much less do I believe in the special creation of the
various races of men in time and'space, hence I will not stand
accused with charging J)eity with partiality, exercised towards
the various races of man, as exhibited by those low races on the
most inferior plane of civilization. Men are not now equal as
races in beauty of physical development or endurance, and
neither are they equal in intellectual and moral attributes.
Their difference as races is not in kind but in degree. The
kind has varied into degrees of difference in harmony with the
protracted, changed environments of existence. In other words,
man has either progressively advanced or progressively degenerated. Archreology proves his primitive condition to have
been very low and degraded, but constantly improving in the
arts and sciences during pre- historic times, and since history
has recorded his WOrks, We! find there has been SUCh a vita} and
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intellectual difference that anatomists, physiologists and
zoologists have taken cognizance of his physical variations, and
ethnology has specially studied his intellectual and moral differences.. History ~nclusively proves that there are races born to
command and lead, and others as certainly des· ined to obey and
follow. All of this is the result not of aboriginal difference in
kind, but of progressive degrees of development, in harmony
with favorable or adverse differences of existence. And these
differe'nces, when interpreted in the light of progression, have
clearly reference to time and periods, during which the h1gher
succeeded the lower, and the lower to that which stands ne?Ct
beneath it.· We hear high-sounding generalizations from
political !ltump speakers that, "all men are born free and equal."
Now if equality means oneness in power and tendency, there is
110 truth in it.-it is an assertion for effect, which all history
contradicts and all experience and oberservation deny. Such
buncombe may please the unthinking ear, but it is not a fact
that can satisfy the critical demands of ethnology.
Archreology and philology, and.history, so far as it has shed any
light, all point to Southern Asia or Northern Africa as the region where primeval man appeared.
the region or country
where primitive man appeared, (not mooting the question of his
origin), the human race began to multiply, and continued to
increase and spread over the earth; tho~e that migrated into
new regions carried along with them strongly marked characters of the first and lowest race, underwent physical and mental
changes, corresponding to the changed physical surroundings,
and in the lapse of time a new race appeared, with characters
that strongly differentiated it from the primitive race. And
again, this improved race. sent o~t explorers into new geographical region!i, which they posses~ed and inhabited, and the new
surroundings gradually worked a change, until his delineating
characters set him apart from the race he sprang from, and so
on through all the varied changes man has undergone. So the
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· anthropologist in studying his natural history, as he appears on
the continents apd islands of the globe, finds him so different
physically and mentally in those great geographical regions, as
to be ena})led to cla.<~sify them into races and st,tbordinate varieties.
'l'he relative superiority a11d inferiority of the races, and subordinate varieties, are so obvious, it seems useless to dwell upon
them here, further than to show that a11 the white man achances
and possesses the continents and islands, one of two things
must continue to go on: · Either the colored and inferior
r~es will be absorbed into his race and partake of his improvement, or in time be utterly extinguished. So far as this great
problem has been illuminated by the light of history, this has
been the unfailing course of events, the superior raees advancing and absorbing ?r crowding out the inferior races-absorbing them where anywise closl'ly related, and extinguishing tht>m
where the difference is so great as to prevent amalgamation.
History need hardly be appealed to in this matter, for we have
the most ample confirmation of this invariable method of .
nature, under our own eyes, in the fact that on this continent
and on the African continent, and in Australia and Tasmania
the higher varieties of the same races are absorbing or extinguishing the lower, and the white man is gradually extirpating
them and all inferior varieties from the face of the earth. Look
at the race of North American Indians. '\Ve find them year by
year fading away before the onward march of civilization.
".Wherever the white man plant:'\ his foot, a111l carries along
with him the adjuncts of his superior civilization, the colored
and inferior races must yield up the soil" and gradually fade
away.
The white man of North America hids .lefiauce to frost and
fire, and is master in every zone, so long as he can procure good
food for his stomach and comfortable raiment for his bod~. He
is ahle to endure all climates, to undertake all lahors, to over-
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all

co~e all trial~, and to banish
obstacles. He plows the
Northern Ocean in search of an open Polar Sea; he traverses
continents of .ice; cllSts his net!! in the Bay of Fundy; cradles
gold in the Sacremento valleys; prunes lemon and orange trees
in Southern California; produces rice and cotton in Georgia;
grows tobacco in Florida; sugar-cane in Louisiana; herds kine
in Texas and Montana; spins thread in Massachusetts; slays the
forests of Michigan and Minnesota; smelts iron in PeJIOsylvania; traverses the continent with steam and electricity; talks
buncombe in Columbia; writes leaders in New York, and, in fine,
''he is the man of plastic genius, of enduring character; equally
at home among the poplar trees and the pines; in every latitude
the guide, the employer, and the king of all."
Viewing the great nationalities of man in the light of our
present knowledge, it is difficult to set aside the idea of ascensive variation from lower to higher forms. The law of progressive development is. everywhere manifest, in the past and
the preilent, operating in harmony with different surrounding
conditions of life. Archreology clearly indicates artisti~ and
intellectual improvement in the by-gone ages and epochs, that
long ante-date all history and tradition .. The ethnologists and
anthropologists of our -day, reasoning from what they know of
the existing varieties of mankind, and the tribes and nationalities embraced by these varieties, logically infer that the Caucasian. hilS been preceded by the Mongol, the reJ Indian and Malay,
and that these in tum have been preceded by the Negro or
Ethiopian. As the white man of America has descended from
the white man of Western Europe, and the latter from more
Oriental stock, so clearly must the great varieties have descended, one from the other, the later from the earlier, the more civilized from the semi-barbarous: and these from the next beneath
them.
On a broader basis of varietal causation we llSsign the great
varieties of mankind more to geological ages than to geograph-
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ical regions, for it is quire obvious that their ditf~rent geogrlij>hical habitats alone are not :mfficient to fully account for their
physiological, anatomical and psychological differences. Archreology clearly traces man back through several geological
epochs, and shows him not only to have been progressing intellectually, but also his physical structure was being modified
during those great physical changes of the earth 'i! surface, so
that other causes. than the existing have intensely and protractedly operated in developing the great varieties of man. Archreology has pushed man far back of history and tradition. It
associates him with and carries him back of the ancient glacial
epoch; it shows him to have inhabited the earth with many
now and long since extinct races, genera, and even ~rders of
animals. On the score of time, then, there can be no objection
to the doctrine of creational progression from lower to higher
forms. In view of man's great antiquity upon the earth,. ethnology is not warranted in concluding that the now known
lowest variety of man, is the aboriginal source of the human
race.. He who admits.as true the doctrine of progressive variations, must have well founded reasons for believing in an ascent
from a lower to a high~r. Progressive variation, by protracted,
changed environments and conditions of organic existence. is
now admitted to apply in the vegetable and the animal world,
-excepting man. Why is he removed from· the influence of
the same causes which operate to produce variation in all other
organic beings?' We know of able men who fain would remove
man from the operation of those causes which have and now
do produce variety in other organic beings. This class of philosophers and ethnologists deny the lowly origin of the human
race, and contend for a purer and a higher primordial beginning,
and urge that man has retrograded and declined from a more noble
beginning. They seem to forget that this also involves the great
principle of organic and physical change. If man can degenerate physically and mentally, he can improve from a lower t()
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a higher standpoint. There is no ground on which we can
hold a controversy with this class of ethnologists. It is ouly
on the method of applying the evidence revealed by archreology
and geology that we can dispute. A well known English ethnologist says: "In dealing with matters of science we must
abide by scientific methods, and all that can be naturally drawn
from tradition, from history. from archreologicul relics and
from geological remains, as to the earliest conditions of mankind, points unmistakably to rude and primitive beginnings.
It is impossible indeed, that it could be otherwise, for man's
moral sentiments, that is, his whole notions of right and wrong,
spring out of his relations to other men, and grow as a necessity with the growth of society; and we cannot conceive of
their presence without such rel!'tionships to call them into existence and exerci!'lt'. ""hate,·er his origin, man's first condition,
as well as that of his immediate descendants, must have been
of a lowly and primitive nature, with everything to acquire
and no accumulative experience to assist. Even t)le source
from which those who hold a contrary opinion profess to derive
their beliefs, refers in the plainest language to men .covering
themselves with leaves and skins, subsisting on fruits and flowers, sheltering theruseln•s in caves and tents, prone to disobedience, guilty of fratricidl:', and in no way differing in condition,
physically or mentally. from the rudest races of the present
day."
Progression implies an ascent from a lower condition. Ethnology finds no evidence in the long past that man ever
possessed greater intellectual capacities than he does to-day, but
on the contrary, the fart.her hack in time we trace him, the less
civilized he appears to have been, so that the more civilized
"ra<!es are clearly the outcome of less developed and barbarous
races. What an nnphilosophical conclusion it would be for
ethnology to arrive at, that t.he existing savages are the descendants of civilized ancestors!
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Sir John Lubbock says: The primitive condition of man was
one of utter barbarism; that from this condition several races
have independently raised themselves. These views I think
follow from strictly scientific considerations. "We sh~ll not,"
he says, "be the less inclined to adopt them on account of the
cheerinQ; prospects which they hold out for the future. If the
past history of man has been one of deterioration, we have but
a groundless hope of future improvement; but on the other
ha.nd, if the past has been one of progress, we may fairly hope
that the future will he so too .. ,
There is some evidence of a geological and arch~eologica l
character .of races of human beings lower than any now in existence. I refer to the Neanderthal and other skulls of Europe,
and the Palmer Lake mound skull of Minnesota, with its accompanying platycenemic shin bones, also to some found in
Kentucky, Michigan and Illinois. These may not be typical of
races, but they constitute at least evidence that there were in
the remote past individuals whose osteological structure was
very different from any known races of history. The fact that
these singular skulls and boneH are found in such diff~rent
r~gions, even on different continents, is more evidence of
typical structures than of abnormalities. ~~nd again, if these
are abnormal, why have they heen so precionsly preserved from
remote_ antiquity, rather than typical specimens? It seems to
me to be more ~ogical to regard these unique osteological specimens as typical of extinct varieties of the human race, and
especially so if we admit of the law of progressive developement.
If we admit them to he typical we must admit their descent
from a still lower organization, and from varieties with inferior
intellectual attainments.
In conclusion, then, considering all the evidence of man's.
past existence on the globe, if we apply the evidence logically
and scientifically, it point~ us to a very low beginning of our
race, and conducts us along through times and periods, in which
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the race was undergoing ascensive variation from lower to
higher varieties. It unquestionably estahlishes the fact that
the lower varieties are the most. ancient. and the higher are the
most recent.

NOTES ON SOME PIECES OF POTTERY .-\ND NATIVE
ALUM FROM WHITE FISH LAKE.
C. W. HALL.

(Read Febrtlllry 188:? :)

In the month of August last, ( 1881 ), while on a flying visit
to Lake Superior, Mr. Henry Mayhew of Grand Marais, Minn.,
handed me some pieces of pottery and native 1\hun- which he
desired to "present to the Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences, and g<\Ve the following facts touching their discovery:
He (Mr. Mayhew) had learned through the report-s of the
Indians trapping for him along the International Boundary and
possibly from some of the explorers who were familiar with t~is
region, of the finding of a few pieces of pottery by the shores of
White Fish Lake; and also that in the hluft' along the north side
of the lake there were quite extensive efflorescences of alum on
the face of the rocks.
White Fish Lake, although situated wholly within the Dominion of Canada, is one of the extensive group of rather small lakes
lying to the north and west of Lake Superior several of which
form the chain along the boundary between Canada and Minnesota. It is about three miles long, with a width varying up to .
two milei!. The general direction of the lake is ea.~t and west.
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